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Islander G-AVCN On the Move 

 

 

BNAPS News 

March 2016 
BNAPS News Vol 6 Iss 2 – March  2016 

“Wight Wings Heritage Centre” Initiative –  

Open Meeting on 13 April, 2016 
An open meeting hosted by the IoW Flying Club, will be held on 13 April, 2016 at the 
Ocean View Hotel, Shanklin, with the aim of bringing together interested parties to 

share views on the repatriation of an historic Spartan 3 seater biplane and the 
prospects for an aviation museum and heritage centre on the Isle of Wight. This 
initiative is supported by the Isle of Wight Branch of the Royal Aeronautical Society, 

Solent Aviatrix and the Britten-Norman Aircraft Preservation Society. 
 

BNAPS has decided to await the outcome of this open meeting before launching the 
“Islander for the Island” fund raising appeal nationwide so that it can reflect views 
on the way ahead for the “Wight Wings” project and how the long term future for 

Islander G-AVCN could be secured. 
See page 28 for details of the 13 April “Wight Wings” meeting. 

 

 

  

On 10 March, 2016, the fuselage and wing of our Islander G-AVCN were 

successfully transported to the new larger workshop near Ryde on the East 
Wight. Thanks go to the restoration team and helpers and to Reynolds and 

Read Ltd. who provided the transportation vehicles and safely and 
efficiently conducted the loading and unloading operations – a job well 

done. This clears the way for VCN to be fully assembled by April, 2017 in 

time to celebrate the 50th anniversary of its first flight. 

 

For more on the move and the restoration progress report see page 3 
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Dear BNAPS Supporter, 
As you will have seen in BNAPS News the 
move to a larger workshop for our project 

to restore the historic BN Islander, G-
AVCN, means that the way is now clear to 

having the aircraft fully assembled as a 
high quality static exhibit in 2017. The 
project can only succeed with the 

continuing efforts of our team of 
volunteers and the availability of funding 

to cover expenditure for purchase of parts 
and materials, workshop rental, electricity 
bills, transport etc. 

It is estimated that up to £20,000 is 
needed to complete the restoration work 

and to have G-AVCN fully assembled by 
24 April, 2017, the 50th anniversary of its 
first flight. 2017 also marks 50 years 

since G-AVCN was delivered to Glos Air as 
the first production BN-2 Islander 

delivery.  
Looking ahead to 2018, 1 March, 2018, 
will be 50 years since our aircraft flew on 

the inaugural passenger service of the 
newly formed Aurigny Air Services.  

The funding raised is also needed to 
cover the costs of maintaining G-AVCN in 

secure, indoor storage through to the end 
of 2018 at least and beyond, pending 
availability of a permanent home where 

the aircraft can be on public display. 
News of an Isle of Wight based initiative 

that could enable G-AVCN to be on show 
alongside other aspects of the Isle of 
Wight's aviation heritage is developing 

and details of the initiative are expected 
to be announced in April this year. 

The cost of moving to the larger 
workshop has amounted to around £2000 
and this has all taken place over a short 

period. This means that we need to raise 
additional funding now to ensure that the 

momentum of the restoration work is not 
unduly affected or constrained by a lack 
of working capital. 

A significant proportion of funding for the 
project comes from BNAPS Supporters 
Club members for which BNAPS Trustees 

offer grateful thanks. This appeal goes 
out to all BNAPS Supporters to ask for 

more help in various ways: 
1. Individual or Regular donations by 
direct debit or other arrangements. Feel 

free to make payment directly to the 
Trust from your Bank Account and if you 

are a taxpayer and wish to gift aid your 
donation a signature form will be 
provided. All donations will be 

acknowledged. 
2. For donations by cheque this should be 

made payable to BNAPS or payment may 
be made direct to our BNAPS account: 
Bank sort code: 55-50-39. Account 

number: 47349344  
Looking back over the past 16 years since 

G-AVCN was repatriated funded by Peter 
Graham and his company Airstream 
International, it is remarkable that 

through your voluntary efforts, and your 
continuing support and generous 

donations about £35,000 has been raised 
to date to ensure G-AVCN has been saved 

as a tangible and lasting tribute to all who 
made the Islander a success. Your help in 
continuing to make this funding appeal 

successful is now needed and is vital to 
ensure that the project goes to plan such 

that G-AVCN can emerge in a completely 
restored form early in 2017.  
If you would like to discuss any matters 

related to BNAPS and the fund raising 
appeal please contact BNAPS by e mail 

bob@bnaps.org.uk or Telephone 01329 
315561. 
All donations large and small will be 

gratefully received  
Yours sincerely, 

Bob Wealthy 
Britten-Norman Aircraft Preservation Society 

Chairman 

  

BNAPS Supporters Fund Raising Appeal - March 2016 

 

   
2000 2015 

2017 

mailto:bob@bnaps.org.uk
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VCN Restoration Progress Report 
January 2016 – March 2016 
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4.       

5. 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

Introduction 

The last period has seen a major proportion of the effort devoted to preparing for the 
move to the new workshop. This involved constructing wheeled handling/support 

frames for the wing and preparation of the new workshop for occupation.  
 

Last October it became apparent that BNAPS had outgrown the workshop that had 

served the project well since 2010. With an increasing amount of restoration work 
underway the workshop had become quite crowded and there was a growing feeling of 

unease that the project was facing something of an impasse as it would not be possible 
to complete Phase 2 of the project since the fully rebuilt wing would be near 50 feet in 
length and could not be accommodated. The obvious conclusion was that a larger 

workshop was needed urgently to allow the project move ahead. 
 

BNAPS has been fortunate in finding a large barn-like storage facility located in the East 
Wight not far from Ryde. The space available is about four to five times the floor area of 

the existing workshop with adequate overhead height that will allow VCN’s restoration 
work to be progressed through to the final assembly stage.  
 

Since early January Paul Thomasson and Keith Winter, together with helpers organised 
by Paul, have been working at the new workshop site and undertaken construction of a 

partition wall, installed a new electric ring main circuit, lowered and cleaned existing 
lighting units and modified an internal room as a new trim shop and secure store. 

 

Moving Day Activities 

On Thursday 10 March the restoration team members and helpers gathered together at 
the restoration workshop alongside Bembridge Harbour and made ready for the big 
move when the fuselage and wing would be taken to the new location. 
  

An early start was made and thanks to the preparation work undertaken by the 

restoration team the wing and fuselage were soon out of the workshop ready to be 
transported. Transport was undertaken by Reynolds and Read Ltd., who came with two 

vehicles, one an articulated lorry and the other a flatbed equipped with lifting gear, and 
the wing and fuselage were safely loaded and on their way.  
 

Unloading was accomplished without incident and the wing and fuselage soon pushed 
into position. Grateful thanks go to all concerned for making the operation an 

outstanding success. 
 

The following captioned photographs show the sequence of operations during the move: 
 

  
View of the partitioning in the course of 

construction 
(Bob Wilson) 

Paul Thomasson working on 

the partition framework 

(Bob Wilson) 
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VCN Restoration Progress Report January 2016– March 2016   

(continued) 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

  

  

  

 

 

Wing ready for loading. 
Fuselage being prepared for 

moving out of the workshop. 

Fuselage ready for loading. The team take a break. 

Fuselage arrives. Wing arrives. 

Wing being unloaded at the new 

site. 

Fuselage being unloaded at the 

new site. 

Fuselage  

being  
loaded 
(Guy  

Palmer) 

Wing being                     

loaded (Guy Palmer) 
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VCN Restoration Progress Report January 2016– March 2016   
(continued) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Restoration Work and Associated Activities 

Most of the available effort has been given to preparing for the move and as a result restoration 

work progress has been somewhat limited over the past two months. Bob Wilson’s report on 

progress for the current period follows:  

 

Fuselage 

No significant progress has been made on the internal trim due to diversion of effort to the 

preparation of the new workshop. 

 

Wing 

Remedial work to bent and damaged trailing edge frames and stringers has continued. An order 

has been placed on Saywell International for supply of replacement for the worst of the damaged 

and/or corroded frames. 

The wing support arrangements were rebuilt in the form of two wheeled support frames in 

anticipation of the move. 

 

Fin 

Surface preparation has continued so that it can be etch primed ready for painting. 

 

Rudder 

No further progress with the rebuild and new skinning attachment due to diversion of effort.  

 

Ailerons 

Work will commence on the starboard aileron at the new workshop in the next period. A 

replacement port aileron of the correct pattern has been kindly donated to the project by Saywell 

International. This will be of great assistance as the existing item is badly damaged. 

 

Flaps 

Work on these items will be resumed at the new workshop in the next period. A replacement for 

the starboard flap is being sought as the existing item is badly damaged and if a replacement can 

be found this will save much time and effort. 

 

Landing Gear 

Work has continued with the assembly of the legs and sourcing of some detail missing parts. 

 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Wing installed in the new 

workshop 

Fuselage is rolled in to the new 

workshop 

Fuselage and wing in the new 

workshop – a job well done A final team photo opportunity 
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VCN Restoration Progress Report January 2016– March 2016   
(continued) 

 
The following series of captioned photographs show the results of some of the work undertaken in 

the last period: 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

The Bembridge Workshop was progressively cleared before and after the wing and fuselage move. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Above – wheeled 
support frame 

under construction. 
 

Right – support 

frames installed 

Above – completed 

wheeled support 
frame. 

 
 

Above is a view of finished and 

work in progress items that were 

moved first. 

Above - Part of the team involved in the 

earlier move on 3 March, left to right – 
Bob Ward, Charles Shiveral, Mike 

Smythe, Bryan Groves and Mark Porter. 

Above is a view of the workshop on 

11 March after being cleared, except 
for the compressor on the left. 

(Photo Mark Porter) 

The 11 March move was thanks to Jon 

Coleman who made his 3 ton lorry 
available. Guy Palmer (centre) is seen 

here with Jon (right) and Jon’s assistant 
Scottie (left). (Photo Mark Porter) 
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 “Non-functional” Lycoming O-540 Engines Progress 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

VCN Restoration Progress Report January 2016 – March 2016  

(continued) 
 

Looking Ahead 
It is planned to have the new workshop established and restoration work well 

under way again by mid April. The wing will be kept in its vertical stands to allow 
access to the trailing edge structure where damaged frames, bent stringers, flap 

and aileron hinge supports are made good. Existing wing skin sections will be 

inspected and if acceptable will be re-used.  
The work to re-attach the end section of the wing can now go ahead together with 

work on the wing tip sections.  
It is proposed that at a later stage the wing will be attached to the fuselage to 

allow access for repair to the leading edge section and to refit skin sections. This 
will allow the wing to be worked when in a horizontal position and avoids having 

to construct a special set of wing support stands. 
With Keith Winter back off holiday work will be resumed to rebuild the rudder and 

when ready this item will be sent off site with the fin and tail plane for spray 
painting. 

Refurbishment of engine cowlings and engine support frames will also be 
progressed during the next work period.  

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Propeller Inn bar,  

November, 2015. 

 

Norvic Aero Engines’ Jon Howard has been in 
touch to say that the two “Non-Functional” 
engines are now complete and are packed up 

on pallets ready for shipment. 
The engines will be stored ready for 

installation at a later stage. In the meantime 
BNAPS is looking to source exhaust system 
parts, engine air flow baffle plates and some 

of the engine ancillaries. 
Availability of the engines is another 

significant step forward for the project and 
our grateful thanks go to Richard Boddie and 
Jon Howard at Norvic Aero Engines for all 

their help – it is much appreciated. 

 

“Non-Functional” Lycoming engines 
packed ready for shipment  

(Jon Howard Norvic Aero Engines) 
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B-N Islander AL.1 ZG993 Goes to Museum of Army Flying 

 
 The Army Air Corps obtained seven BN-2T Turbine Islanders for use mainly in Northern Ireland 

under Operation Banner. Designated as Islander AL.1s, with serials ZG844-848 and ZG993-994, 

the aircraft were delivered from 1989 onwards. Of interest is the fact that as ZG993 becomes a 

museum exhibit, news has come in that in the ISTAR role at least 4 Islander AL.1s will continue 

in service until 2025, see news item on page 6 of this issue of BNAPS News.  

ZG993, c/n 2202, served in Northern Ireland and also in the Gulf War and Croatia conflict for 

staff communication and liaison duties and for some time has been in storage at RAF Shawbury. 

It arrived at Middle Wallop in late November, 2015, and is now in the museum store area until 

the museum can build an extension when it will go on display. 

Alastair Mellor, a leading member of the recovery team, has kindly produced this account of 

some of the trials and tribulations involved in getting ZG993 to the Museum of Army Flying at 
Middle Wallop. 

 ZG993 Recovery Operation November 2015 
Any museum that records the history of a military unit has to add exhibits as time goes on 

which is why the Museum of Army Flying at Middle Wallop is now in the process of seeking funds 

to expand even further. One of the reasons for this need to expand is that it has to provide 

room for a number of large exhibits it will be getting to represent the modern AAC. One of which 

is the Britten-Norman BN2T Islander AL 1 serial ZG993 c/n 2202.  

This aircraft has been in store at RAF Shawbury for a number of years and has suffered the 

indignity of becoming a source of spares for others, losing amongst other parts its tail plane and 

engines. However the rest of the aircraft is more or less complete and the museum had to plan 

for the move. Space was made in the Museum’s store at Middle Wallop to accommodate both 

the wing and fuselage in this space a scaffold structure was designed and built all that was 
needed now was the Islander to be moved from Shropshire to its new home in Hampshire. 

 

The RAF unit that recovers crashed aircraft and moves British Military aircraft by road, JARTS, is 

based at Boscombe Down and so they were approached to see if they could conduct the move 

as a ‘training exercise’. No such luck, not in these cost conscious days, but the museum would 

be able to borrow the lifting beams they had for the Islander along with the movement 

instructions they had.  

The team at Middle Wallop came up with the idea of building cradles to support the wing and 

fuselage during lifting and transport but that would also act as pallets to fit within the scaffold 

frame within the store. These cradles were designed and built by members of the Friends of the 

Museum and the opportunity was taken to utilise some items the museum had in store so two 

support trestles designed for the Auster AOP9 were modified to support the fuselage during the 

dismantling, whilst the main fuselage frame was built so that the ground handling wheels from 

a Scout helicopter combined with the retained nose undercarriage would allow man handling 

movement on the ground.  

The second week in November 2015 saw a small party arrive at Shawbury to dismantle the 

aircraft. Two engineers who had worked on Islanders and Trislanders had been contracted to 

speed the job rather than relying on just the Museum volunteers. Defueling, fin removal and  

 

 

ZG993 in storage at RAF Shawbury November 2015 (Alastair Mellor) 
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ZG993 Recovery Operation November 2015(continued) 
 
 

 

disconnection of the flying controls were simple affairs but when it came to the removal of the 

port main undercarriage extension tubes the aircraft started to fight back.  

The publication’s we had showed what screws and bolts to release and then “remove the 

extension tube”, only we couldn’t, it remained solid. A check of the military publications by the 

engineers showed that this military Islander was the same as the civil version they had worked 

on, so no they hadn’t forgotten any fasteners and they resorted to the use of a baulk of timber 

to persuade the tube to move, then a lump hammer and then a cup of tea to think the problem 

through.  

Refitting the previously removed oleo allowed the tube to be twisted back and forth whilst a 

member of the party stood on the axles to provide a downward force. Finally the tube came free 

but it had taken us half a day and we still had the other leg to do. A well known law then came 

into effect that meant having fought for half a day to remove the port tube as soon as the last 

fastener was removed from the starboard tube it more or less fell out!   

 

 

Prior to the removal of the wing the lifting beams on loan from JARTS were positioned and it 

became obvious that JARTS had never had to lift an Islander wing before as the position for the 

lifting beam as per their instructions was impossible to achieve due to width of the engine 

nacelle structure. Someone else whose parentage was questioned was the person who wrote 

the AP section on removal of the four main wing to fuselage pins. The removal of the forward 

pair was relatively easy, although getting the split pins out resulted in in some blood loss and a 

lot of swearing before the pins could be knocked through. At this point the job had taken six 

days and time had run out, the plan was by the end of day five to have had the fuselage and 

wing sitting on their separate cradles ready for the transport to pick them up and return to 

Middle Wallop. Instead we left Shawbury to consider if it was possible to get the pins back in, or 

should we use a hack saw to shorten them and knock the rest through. 

Week two saw the rear pins eased back and finally removed. This allowed the wing lift to be 

started and stopped as soon as it was realised that the whole aircraft was lifting. Not only was 

the whole aircraft lifting but the beams borrowed off JARTS were bending! With the aircraft 

lowered again the reason why the wing was refusing to separate off the fuselage was 

investigated and traced to a strip of mastic sealant across the joint which was effectively gluing 

the aircraft together. Eventually the wing and fuselage were separated but yet another week 

had gone by and before the lift onto the transport took place those bendy wing beams needed 

sorting. New beams were built back at Middle Wallop using steel side plates rather than the 

aluminium ones on the RAF Beams. This increased the weight somewhat but a safe lift was what 

we were after.  

 

A view of ZG993’s fully equipped instrument panel 
and controls all in excellent condition 

(Alastair Mellor) 
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Recovery of B-N Islander AL.1 ZG993 
 

 
 

During its service career ZG993 had been fitted with a number of radio systems and during the 

dismantling work it was realised that the height of the antennas had to be taken into 

consideration when designing the storage system in the museum’s workshop, so off came all 

the antennas which were mostly mounted on stressed panels requiring many screws to be 

undone and refitted once the antenna had been removed from the panel - a task made even 

more annoying as some of the panels had already been removed and refitted for the 

disconnection of the flying controls.  

Having spent Monday of week three building the beams the plan was for the lift to take place on 

Tuesday and the transport to move the aircraft back to Hampshire Tuesday evening. Well that 

was the plan and as we have seen no plan for this move has gone smoothly and this plan was 

no different with the Hangar chain hoist managing to get its chains in a tangle delaying the 

departure of the transport to Wednesday. The delay wasn’t wasted and some time was spent 

wrapping the fuselage in cling film to keep the weather out, signage to show where the aircraft 

was going to (and hide the serial from any spotters) whilst some wag added a face to the front 

end with masking tape.  

 

The space for the storage of the Islander at Middle Wallop was just enough for the wing to be 

placed on a scaffold structure above the fuselage. The key to this arrangement was a crane that 

could lift the fuselage and wing with its boom horizontal and at considerable reach. This 

requirement was met by the biggest HIAB crane I’ve ever seen attached to a flatbed truck. 

Finally the aircraft arrived at Middle Wallop and the fuselage was soon lifted off the truck and 

manoeuvred into position under the scaffold. Now it was just the wing to offload.  The wing lift 

was always going to be tight but a miscalculation with the height needed for the suspension 

sling meant that considerable man handling combined with skilful crane operating was needed 

to thread the wing through the space between the scaffold and the top of the workshop 

door.  The lift was achieved as day became night whilst the wind blew and the rain fell, ZG993 

was safely and finally in store in the Museum of Army Flying, Middle Wallop, awaiting the day 

when she can be extracted from store, re-assembled and put on public display.  

In the meantime the museum will be looking for a pair of Allison 250-B17C turboprop engines. 

As far as the other missing items go a tailplane has been promised and prior to leaving 

Shawbury a pair of propellers was donated; the lack of avionic boxes to fill the nose and rear 

fuselage is something that can be lived with. 

 The one thing that was commented on by all involved was that for a 25 year old aircraft that 

has flown over the skies of Northern Ireland, Iraq and Bosnia ZG993 is in excellent condition 

with few dents and no corrosion visible, which says a lot for the quality of build and the 

professionalism of the army’s maintainers.  

Alastair Mellor November 2015  

 

 

 

ZG993 is seen here being 
unloaded at Middle Wallop 

(Museum of Army Flying) 
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UK Extends Service Life of B-N Islander AL.1s 

 

UK extends Islander ISTAR aircraft's service life 

Tim Ripley, London - IHS Jane's Defence Weekly 24 February 2016 

Four Britten-Norman (B-N) Islander AL1 manned surveillance aircraft are to be kept in service for 
an additional 10 years by the UK Army Air Corps (AAC). 

According to data released under the Freedom of Information Act (FOI) on 18 February, the 

Islanders have had their out-of-service date extended until 2025. Previous plans called the 

aircraft to be retired in 2015. The out-of-service date for the AAC's eight B-N Defender AL2 and 

single T3 trainer has remained unchanged at 2034. 

The AAC's 651 Squadron, based at Joint Helicopter Command Flying Station Aldergove in 

Northern Ireland, uses the Islanders and Defender for intelligence, surveillance, targeting, 

acquisition and reconnaissance (ISTAR) tasks, both overseas and within the United Kingdom. The 

high demand of the aircraft can be gauged by data released as part of the FOI request, which 

revealed that the Islander fleet had flown 16,409 hours between 2010 and 2015, while the 
Defenders had flown 13,621 hours in the same period. 

The Islander has served in the AAC since 1989 and the Defenders were purchased from 2004 

onwards with Urgent Operational Requirement (UOR) funding for the Iraq and Afghanistan 

campaigns. Both aircraft have been fitted with a variety of sensors, including some with a 

WESCAM MX-15 electro-optical camera and downlink package, to fulfil their manned aerial 

surveillance role. The stability of the platform is an important factor in the success of the aircraft 
in this role, say AAC officers. 

j 

 

 

This recent news release by Jane’s Defence 

Weekly has once again demonstrated the BN-

2s’ durability and dependability and the 

importance of the missions and roles that are 

supported. 

If the Islander AL.1s are retired in 2025 they 

will have clocked up 36 years of operation 

with the Army Air Corps. Back in June 1965 

did John Britten and Desmond Norman think 

that the BN-2 might still be in service 60 

years later?  

 

Island Airways – Lake Michigan’s Beaver Island Community 
Lifeline 

 

 

 

Island Airways based at Charlevoix 
Airport, Lake Michigan, USA is a long 

standing operator of the B-N Islander. 
Serving the local community of Beaver 

Island the Islander is a “winged 
workhorse” carrying freight, transporting 

residents and holidaymakers and providing 

support for medical emergencies. 

Above -Island Airways Fleet 

makes an impressive formation 

fly by at Charlevoix Airport. 

Right – Typical freight shipment of 

goods for Beaver Island - all in a 
days work for an Island Airways 

Islander 

(Photos courtesy of  
Angela LeFevre –Welke) 
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Zaire to Bembridge in a Bent Islander (Part 2) 
 

This story, by Pilatus Britten-Norman ferry pilot John Elsdon Davies, appeared in Pilot 
magazine’s May 1983 issue. It relates an epic ferry trip when damaged Islander c/n 2004, 
G-BESO, that had been leased in March 1982 to Aviation Sans Frontieres in Goma, Zaire, 

by Jersey European Airways, was returned to B-N’s factory at Bembridge for rebuilding.  
 

Part 2 of the story gives an account of John Davies’ flight when he brought Islander G-
BESO back home to Bembridge from Nairobi after temporary repairs had been made and 

the long range fuel system installed. 
 

Part 2 Islander G-BESO Comes Home to Bembridge 

Dawn the next morning saw G-BESO lined up on runway 08. The temperature was ISA + 
15° and G-BESO was at max ferry weight. Ahead of us lay 1,432 metres of runway plus 

about 100 metres of stopway. I had calculated that we needed 1,000 metres in still air. 
"G-BESO cleared to take off, wind calm." Very slowly we started to accelerate; there is no 
V, as such on a Performance Group C aircraft, but I had decided that if I hadn't reached 

Vr-5 by the halfway point I would abandon rather than expose the undercarriage to the 
stress of heavy braking by making a later decision. But G-BESO was accelerating well, and 

as the halfway point was passed we were at Vrs (seventy knots). I eased back on the 
control column, and after what seemed like an age G-BESO started to climb clear of 
Mother Earth. At 500 feet we gingerly banked to the right to turn on to our north-westerly 

heading. At 75 knots we were climbing at 200 fpm. This first leg was definitely VFR only, 
as the safety altitude is 14,000 feet, and there was no way that G-BESO and I would 

reach any more than 8,000 until we had burned a couple of hours of fuel off. By the time 
we had reached Nakuru eighty miles up track we were at 8,000 feet, and as the landscape 

passed by 1,000 feet below I was grateful that the weather gods were with us this day. 
A call to the incoming Speedbird on the local chat frequency confirmed good weather all 
the way to Khartoum. For the first time that morning I began to relax. We crossed the 

Sudanese border five hours into the flight sixty miles north west of Lake Rudolf, and 
relayed a goodbye to Nairobi centre. The next radio station was Khartoum 600 miles to 

the north. I called up on the chat frequency to try to obtain a relay. "All stations this is G-
BESO looking for a relay to Khartoum." Almost immediately a friendly voice replied. "G-
BESO this is Nile Safari 02, pass your message." I passed position, level, route and 

estimate for Khartoum. "G-BESO confirm your time to reach Khartoum is seven hours?" 
"That's affirmative," I replied. "This is one slow aeroplane." "Faster to get out and push," 

came the reply. "We will pass your details on the HF."  
Soon they came back to say that Khartoum had received the message and to wish me a 
safe trip. I thanked them and was alone again. As we came up to 7°N our track was to 

pass within twenty miles of the Ethiopian border: not a good place to be off-track, as one 
risks interception by Russian fighters. I concentrated on map-reading. The terrain below 

was featureless marshland, and navigation on a million scale map can be a little 
inaccurate. However Akobo, the only civilisation for 400 square miles, came up slightly to 
the right of the nose on schedule, and thus we kept the required distance from the border. 

By this time we had climbed to 10,000 feet due to our considerably reduced weight. Soon 
the White Nile came into view on the horizon: it represented safety, as any forced landing 

in its vicinity would mean a relatively short walk to civilisation of sort, and help. Further 
south the chances of finding help had been slim. As we approached Kosti I calculated that 
it was unnecessary to land and transfer the contents of the ferry-cans into the main tanks. 

When forty miles out from Khartoum I began a gentle descent to join straight-in for 
runway 36. We landed 12 1/2 hours after take-off from Nairobi with half an hour's usable 

fuel left in the tanks. 
Formalities at Khartoum were quickly completed, helped along by my donations to the 
Customs benevolent fund. Thinking that this was too good to be true I walked to the fuel 

company's office to find that there was no avgas for sale. However a stroke of luck 
produced the information that there was a DC-3 standing on the apron that had been 

grounded by the local authorities and whose owner might be willing to sell some fuel from 
its tanks. Including my ferry-cans I had forty gallons on board and needed a further 100 
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to take me to Luxor in Egypt. The captain of the DC-3 was found, a bargain was struck, 
and 100 gallons of 100L transferred to G-BESO. The whole operation took less than three 

hours, and I went to the hotel thinking "This is all going too smoothly" - which with 
hindsight was quite an inspired observation. 

The next morning I completed formalities with the minimum hassle. As I walked towards 
the aircraft a voice from the past greeted me. I turned around to see one of my ex-
students from my instructing days at Oxford, wearing the uniform of a Sudanese Airways 

captain. We exchanged pleasantries and bade each other farewell. I remember thinking 
how small is the world of aviation. 

An hour later G-BESO and I were passing Shendi and turning north-west across the 
Nubian desert. The only civilisation for 200 miles was an airfield called Station 6 which sits 
upon the desert railway from Marawi to Wadi Halfa. Sure enough, the railway came up on 

schedule, and half an hour later Station 6 came into view. This bit of civilisation comprises 
a couple of buildings either side of the track and an airstrip in the sand marked out with 

oil barrels. I reflected that it must be a rough posting! As we crossed the Egyptian border 
at Lake Nasser I passed our details to Abu Simbel radio who passed our ETA to Luxor. As 

we overflew Aswan I peered down at the many fighters parked in blast-proof shelters; 
flying offairways in Egypt without permission is definitely bad for the health. We were 
soon on finals for Luxor's runway 02; as we crossed the threshold I noticed that we were 

being tracked by ground-to-air missile launchers. "They are only practising," I was told 
later. 

As I walked into dispersal the fun started. I had to bribe all the officers that dealt with me, 
from the Health man ("I give you good service") to the Immigration man ("A small fee 
would reduce the delay, sir"). Never mind, I would soon be leaving; my night-stop was 

planned to be Crete. 
I saw the fuel lorry lumber over to G-BESO and I walked out to greet it accompanied by a 

jabbering Customs man who wanted to inspect the aircraft. I inspected the bowser to 
ensure that it contained 100L and handed over my Shell carnet. The refuellers had to be 
supervised whilst filling the barrels, otherwise I would probably have had a cabin full of 

fuel. Having signed the delivery note I was now being assailed by the Customs man, who 
despite having watched them being filled, now wanted to know what was in the barrels! 

But what was more serious was that the Airport Authority man wanted to see the aircraft 
documents - which of course I didn't have. Having given the Customs man sixty cigarettes 
and sent him on his way I pushed Gen Decs in front of the Airport Authority man - plus 

yet more cigarettes. I was gaining ground; then I produced the aircraft temporary tech log 
which had been supplied by CMC in Nairobi; I was winning. 

Just at that moment six Polish crop sprayers arrived with their accompanying Antonov An-
2. That swung it, all: the officials would now leave me alone; just imagine: seven aircraft 
to pounce on! Feeling cheered I tested my fuel drains to ensure that the fuel was clean 

and water free. Disaster! Black sludge flowed from them. Suffering from a sense-of-
humour failure, I explained to the refuelling manager what I thought of his service. He in 

turn suggested that I rewarded him with a gift of "Dirty books". I was stuck in Luxor for 
the night at least because the dirt in the fuel had to be given time to settle before I could 
drain it. Of course, this meant that I had to go through the whole nauseating formalities 

all over again, as instead of being in transit I was now night-stopping. The final straw 
came when the police chief requested £30 to ensure the safety of the aircraft overnight - 

this was of course in addition to all the normal fees andd bribes. I finally checked in to the 
Hotel Etap feeling displeased with life. 
The next morning, having gone through the formalities in reverse (but this time with the 

added complication of having to rouse all the officials who sleep in their offices) I set to 
work on the fuel tanks. I drained off about five gallons from each tank and barrel until 

clear fuel flowed from the drains. As dawn broke we climbed away from Luxor over the 
Valley of the Kings which looked incredibly red with the rays of the sunrise upon it. Never 

have I been so glad to leave an airport. 
We climbed up over the Arabian Desert and set course for Quaran and then Al Alamein. A 
friendly Speedbird gave us a favourable met report for our destination, Heraklion, and life 
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was good. As we coasted-out of Africa a relay was made to Athens control through a Gulf 
Air Tristar, and we were cleared to Crete. Soon this beautiful island came into view. An 

hour later we were on short finals for runway 27 at Heraklion. I couldn't imagine a more 
idyllic spot with the blue Mediterranean coming virtually up to the airfield boundary and 

superb scenery all around. G-BESO was refuelled and all the formalities completed with 
typical Greek friendliness. Lunch was followed by flight-planning and the luxury of a met 
briefing (the first since leaving Zaire). A short time later we were airborne again, 

destination Rome. 
Over Milos we encountered a USAF Beechcraft that had declared an emergency having lost 

an engine. As he was in the next Flight Level above us I asked him did he need room 
below. "Affirmative, sir," came the reply. So we moved below the airway to clear his path. 
As he passed above us I wished him good luck and resumed our assigned level in the 

airway. 
As we reached Greece we started to encounter the warm front that the Greek forecaster 

had warned us of. As night fell we entered cloud and stayed solidly IMC until we reached 
Rome five hours later. Ciampino Approach made us fly around the houses, and from 

reaching the overhead it took forty minutes before our wheels touched the runway even 
though there was little traffic at that time of night. I tied down G-BESO in the blustering 
wind, and doublechecked the control locks before proceeding to briefing. I nearly came 

unstuck again because of the lack of documents but my insurance certificate plus the tech 
log scraped me through, although I suspect that the time being after midnight may have 

had something to do with it. I asked the taxi-driver to take me to a goodhotel; but if one 
is dressed in flying overalls taxi-drivers assume that by good one means cheap. As we 
drew up outside a seedy hotel I was too tired to argue. Having checked in I was soon fast 

asleep. 
The next day I rose at five local, my body clock being still tuned to African time. There 

was no breakfast available until seven, so I got on with some flight-planning. 
The route was to Southampton via Nice and then up to Abbeville, making our English 
landfall at Seaford. Assuming a thirty-knot headwind component (gleaned from met 

briefing the night before) that made a trip time of ten hours with good diversions all the 
way along the route. By 7.45 I was at the airport and was put through the most incredible 

performance I have ever experienced at a European airport. I had to find various officials 
to stamp my Gen Dec before I could be allowed to pay my fees and depart. These officials 
proved virtually impossible to find - and when I eventually did track them down they 

declined to stamp my papers saying that it was unnecessary for a private aircraft. 
Unfortunately the landing fees man wasn't aware of this fact, so I had to track them down 

all over again. Two hours later I was at the holding point awaiting my clearance. 
"G-BESO there will be an hour delay to your clearance." 
Great: that would mean that I wouldn't reach Southampton before it closed. I looked up at 

the grey clouds scudding by above me. The reported base was 1500 feet and visibility in 
excess of ten kilometres. 

"I'll go VFR as far as Nice," I transmitted. There followed thirty seconds of silence, 
followed by an instruction to follow a VFR departure route which took us so far out of our 
way we might as well take our hour's delay. However, that moment Rome came back with 

the IFR clearance. "That's a relief" I thought, as I copied it down. 
Whatever relief there was was short-lived, as I realised that I had to fly forty miles into-

wind before turning on to track. The wind that day above 5,000 feet was in excess of 
eighty knots, which meant that during the climb we would make no headway at all. To add 
insult to injury the Rome master computer had decreed that poor G-BESO should climb to 

level 140 even though I had filed for 080. I tried to persuade Rome to change the 
clearance, but they would have none of it. Finally I decided to take off and renegotiate 

when airborne - which on reflection was a poor decision. Rome Centre, to whose 
frequency I changed after take-off, were insistent: it was FL 140 and that was that. 

"G-BESO give me your DME distance," requested Rome. "Ten miles," I replied. 
Two minutes later they asked again. 
"Ten miles," I replied once more. 
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"Impossible G-BESO, check your DME." 
I explained in words of one syllable that the DME was accurate, and that we were making 

no headway except upwards. 
As we passed 10,000 feet the DME started to unwind: we were being blown backwards! 

By this time we were flying in severe icing - and then to cap it all I found out that Charlie 
Trout in Zaire had used non-aviation grease on the control surfaces and trimmers, and 
they were now starting to freeze up. I requested an immediate descent to FL80. To my 

amazement Rome agreed, and cleared me on track to Elba. Depression soon turned to 
contentment as we cruised downwind with rapidly reducing ice. The trimmers had freed 

up, but the transponder, which had been erratic up to now, had given up the ghost just as 
the ADF had done the night before. 
G-BESO was now ill equipped for airway' flying, and as we reached Corsica Marseilles 

Control fold us that we could not be accepted on an IFR clearance;: instead we descended 
to go VFR. Somewhere ahead lay a cold front: the Italian met man had forecast that we 

would meet it around slice; Sure enough, in the distance I could see large CBs on track. I 
decided to route south to Marseille and then to fly north up the Rhone valley at 1,500 feet 

agl, thus voiding the high ground and turbulence of the Maritime Alps. We followed the 
valley for 300 miles to Dijon, by which time the cloud base had lifted enough for us to 
cross the 3,000-foot terrain towards Reims and from here on to Abbeville and then across 

the Channel to Seaford. 
By 1645 we were in contact with Southampton, who were somewhat surprised to hear us. 

"An Islander inbound from Rome, confirm," said the controller. "I'm sorry, G-BESO, we 
have no flight plan for you, and as we have no more international arrivals today, Customs 
have gone home." 

I cursed Rome control for the umpteenth time that day, and diverted to Bournemouth, 
landing after eleven hours. All the import paperwork for G-BESO was filed at 

Southampton, so Bournemouth Customs with the best will in the world could not process 
the aircraft. I was therefore compelled to put it into bond for the night.  
Back at Bembridge, preparation work got under way to "restore G-BESO to her former 

glory", having phoned Bembridge to tell them to douse the landing lights, as I wouldn't be 
returning that evening, I departed for the local hotel. 

The next morning the paperwork arrived from Southampton and G-BESO and I winged our 
way towards the Isle of Wight in foul weather. But there was one last sting in the tail: the 
crosswinds at Bembridge were outside limits for the damaged undercarriage, so we landed 

at Sandown just three miles away. G-BESO spent one last night away from home before 
making the three-minute flight to Bembridge the next morning. "Good trip?" asked John 

Ayers. "Some war stories," I replied, unloading the last of my gear. "You can read about it 
in Pilot." The total flying time from Goma had been 49 hours and I had made friends with 
G-BESO during that time. 

As I write, work is starting to repair her to her former glory. Meanwhile John Ayers has 
just walked in. "How would you like to take an Islander to Belize?" 

Here we go again! 
 
Postscript 

Sadly John Davies lost his life on 5/6/88 at Dunsfold Aerodrome when the Hunter F4 he 
was flying, G-HHUN, suffered a flame out and then a catastrophic failure of the turbine 

blades caused by inadvertently over-fuelling when trying to re-light the engine. This led to 
a fire in the rear fuselage. It seems that he was trying to get this historic aircraft back on 
the ground, rather than using the ejection seat and abandoning it, and very nearly 

managed to do that. In the end the aircraft struck the ground just before the start of the 
runway and John didn't survive the impact. 

Islander G-BESO was repaired at Bembridge and returned to service with Jersey European 
Airways in early 1983 and after service with Air Orkney, Loganair, and Isles of Scilly 

Skybus it was delivered to Kal Aviation in Athens, Greece as SX-DKB in April 1994. 
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Lady Rosalind Laura Burke, née Norman -  Aviatrix and War-Time Aircraft Factory 
Manager (Oh, and Desmond's aunt...) 

 
By Peter Graham 

 

Sir Henry Norman (1858-1939), created 1st Baronet of 

Honeyhanger in the Parish of Shottermill, Surrey  in July 

1915, was a journalist and Liberal politician. In 1891 he 

married Menie Muriel Dowie (1867-1945) but petitioned for 

divorce in 1902 and was awarded custody of their son, Henry 

Nigel St. Valery Norman (Desmond's father) (1897-1943).  

On the 8th May, 1907 he married Florence Priscilla 

McLaren (1884-1964), the daughter of the wealthy 

industrialist and Liberal 

MP, Sir Charles McLaren 

(1850-1934), later Lord 

Aberconway, and sister of 

the Liberal politicians 

Henry and Francis 

McLaren. They had a 

daughter, Rosalind Laura 

Norman born on the 20th 

February, 1908 and two 

sons, Willoughby Rollo Norman (1909-1997) and Antony 

Charles Wynyard Norman (1912-1995).                           

Both the McLaren and Norman families were strong 

supporters of the 

women’s suffrage 

movement and 

before the First 

World War Priscilla 

held the post of Hon 

Treasurer of the Liberal Women's Suffrage Union. After 

hostilities broke out in 1914 she and Sir Henry ran a 

small voluntary hospital at Wimereux, in northern 

France (the No.4 British Red Cross Hospital, also known 

as the Sir Henry Norman Hospital) that operated from 

November 1914 to December 1915, for which she was 

awarded the Mons Star and bar and mentioned in 

dispatches. Her War Department Medal Card notes that she was the 'Superintendent of Hospital'. 

She was also made a CBE in August 1917 in recognition of her War services.  

After the Imperial War Museum was founded in 1917 Priscilla became Chair of its Women's 

Work Subcommittee, responsible for recording the work of women during the war and subsequently 

remained a Trustee of the museum for over 40 years. During the Second World War she joined the 

Women's Voluntary Service, and although nearly 60 she drove a mobile canteen in London through 

the air raids; a wonderful example for her daughter to follow. 

Aged 11 and shortly after the Armistice was signed, Rosalind was taken by her father on a 

tour of the battlefields of the First World War, an unusual introduction to the turbulent history of 

her times. She was educated at St Paul's Girls' School, Hammersmith where she showed a flair for 

languages and travelled widely, often staying at her grandfather's house  in Cap d'Antibes, Chateau 

de la Garoupe.  

Sir Henry Norman, PC 

Sir Charles McLaren, Priscilla 

Norman and Lady Laura 

McLaren  

© Victoria and Albert Museum, 

London 

Willoughby, Rosalind and Antony c. 
1918 © National Portrait Gallery 

Alex Norman’s Grandfather was Group Captain Sir Nigel Norman. He was a Fellow of the Royal 

Aeronautical society, a member of the Aviation Committee of the London Chamber of Commerce, 

and a member of the Council of the Air Registration Board, of which body he was also chairman 

of the Design and Construction Panel. Norman's eldest of three sons was Mark Annesley, born on 

8 February 1927, who succeeded him as third baronet. Mark Norman worked for Bristol Siddeley 

Engines as company secretary. Nigel Norman's second son was Desmond Norman co-founder of 

the aircraft manufacturer Britten Norman. Torquil Norman, third of Sir Nigel's sons founded 

Bluebird Toys and the Roundhouse Trust. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Royal_Aeronautical_Society
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Royal_Aeronautical_Society
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bristol_Siddeley
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Desmond_Norman
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Britten_Norman
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Torquil_Norman
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bluebird_Toys
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roundhouse_Trust
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Lord Aberconway had bought four acres of land at the point of Cap d'Antibes in 1907 and 

employed the English architect Ernest George to design a magnificent property with long facade 

and half-moon windows, French-style park and long staircase to the sea. Sir Henry extended the 

property and built an extra level when his wife inherited it from her father. It was to be bought 

many years later by the Russian billionaire and fugitive from the Russian justice system, Boris 

Berezovski. 

Lady Norman and her brother Francis also engaged the architect Edwin Lutyens in 1911 to 

build the imposing and elegant Corner House, consisting of a pair of town houses, which sits 

between Cowley Street, Little College Street and Great Peter Street in Westminster. This was to be 

the family’s London residence and Rosalind would later use this address when applying for her 

flying licence and registering her business. This building became the headquarters of the Liberal 

Democrats from 1982 to 2011.                                                           

 Heston Air Park had 

been conceived in 1928 by 

fellow pilots and aircraft co-

owners her brother, Nigel and 

Alan Muntz. It was constructed 

on former potato fields and 

market gardens by their new 

company, Airwork Ltd. (which 

also owned the Heston School of 

Flying). It was officially opened 

on the 5th July 1929 and in 

1931 renamed Heston Airport. 

Her brothers all flew and 

Rosalind soon followed suit, 

gaining her “A” licence from the 

Royal Aero Club on the 10th 

May, 1932 flying a de Havilland 

DH60G Moth of the Heston 

School Of Flying. Another 

feature of flying lessons at 

Heston at the time was the 

opportunity to learn how to fly a 

Cierva autogiro. The first two pupils to take advantage of this were both women, which was 

surprising given that the autogiro was considered heavy on the controls. One of the ladies was the 

Heston Press Secretary, the other was Rosalind. 

 

 

 

 

An intensely practical young woman, 

she had also begun to make models 

with a small carpenter's outfit and 

created her own model workshop at 

her parents’ London home. This soon 

metamorphosed into the largest 

model aircraft factory in the country. 

In November 1933, she was 

registered as a sole trader, with an 

initial capital of £100 subscribed by 

Rosalind, at The Corner House, 

Cowley St., London SW1, operating 

from a small room in Edgware under 

the name of The Model Transport 

Company, manufacturer of scale 

models for the aircraft and the wider transport industry. The business began modestly but she 

acquired the services of her first and chief craftsman, Victor Woodason and orders flowed in. As 

work increased one apprentice was taken on. 

 

 

Chateau de la Garoupe 

Rosalind’s “A” licence record 
card at the Royal Aero Club 

  Rosalind with DH 60X Moth 
                         © Royal Air Force Museum 
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On the 7th February, 1934 The Model Transport Company Limited was formed and larger 

premises were rented at 22 Brooks Mews, London W1. This consisted of two workshops, office, 

spraying room and a drawing office.  

Flight magazine reported in February 1934 that the company had a nominal share capital of 

£500 in £1 shares and had acquired the business now carried on at The Corner House, Cowley 

Street, Westminster, as "The Model Transport Co.", manufacturers of and dealers in aircraft 

models, models of cars, engines and other means of transport, etc. The directors were Miss 

Rosalind Norman and Henry “Max” Degacher Niven (a director of Niven Huntley & Co., Ltd. and 

elder brother of the actor, David Niven). 

Rosalind Norman was to be the permanent 

chairman and governing director so long as she 

held £100 in shares. From that time the 

company grew steadily and in order to better 

cope with orders, a small branch workshop was 

opened at Heston Airport. By this time the staff 

consisted of Rosalind, a secretary, Works 

Manager and nine workmen at Brooks Mews 

and the Manager at Heston. 

During 1934 the company became the 

official model maker to de Havilland and A V 

Roe, provided models to nine other British 

aircraft manufacturers, to Imperial Airways, 

KLM, Swissair and Misr Airwork and to national 

museums such as the Science Museum. Models 

had been sent to France, Switzerland, 

Denmark, Sweden and Holland and the 

company had enquiries and orders waiting from 

America, Germany, Poland, Austria, Canada, 

Australia, India, South Africa and Rhodesia. All 

work was done from the blueprints from which 

the real item was built so that the models were 

as accurate as it was possible to make, 

whatever the chosen scale. 

An example of the sort of orders 

received was reported in April 1934 in Flight 

Magazine. 'The Model Transport Company, 

under the management of Miss Rosalind Norman, has received an order from Imperial Airways for 

one hundred models of the Armstrong Whitworth "Atalanta" monoplane which they use on the 

African air route. 

 

 

Rosalind with 

a Shorts 

Scylla model 

for Imperial 

Airways 

Airwork Cierva C30A Autogiro 
 © Richard Riding 

Rosalind’s DH60X Moth 

© RAF Museum 
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At the time, the company had practically no competition at all, having taken over the work 

previously executed by three other firms and was well enough known to exercise almost a 

monopoly in the trade. However, increasing orders led to a problem of space and as a result 

additional premises were taken at Sunbeam Road, Park Royal, NW10 to accommodate extra staff 

and machinery. This is where the majority of the model making took place subsequently with items 

being sent for finalisation to Mr Woodason at Heston. The business also expanded into the 

manufacture of specialist cases for the transport of delicate instruments and glass components and, 

more significantly, into producing precision machined parts for the aircraft industry. 

One light aircraft in particular is associated with Rosalind in the 1930s. This was a Robinson 

Redwing II G-ABMJ which she acquired at the beginning of March 1934. This had an unfortunate 

accident at Hendon on the 11th March in the hands of B A Davey (who was later to become Chief 

Flying Instructor at Heston), but it was repaired and Rosalind flew it for the rest of the year. It was 

sold to Ireland in December 1934.    

 

 

 

                                                                                                  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In October 1934, Flight Magazine reported 'Miss Rosalind Norman is probably the only 

managing director who flies her own aerial delivery van. Her company makes scale models of 

almost anything with enterprise and accuracy, and although one of their model airliners, weighing 

over 30 lb., is strong enough to be lifted without damage by the top wing only, they make 

assurance in transit doubly sure by delivering their own models by air.' In between delivering 

models and generally marketing the services of the company to the scions of industry, she still 

found time to assist with the manufacturing process. 

Aubrey Francis Burke entered into Rosalind’s life at this time when working as the Service 

Manager at Airwork at Heston and the two were married ‘quietly’ in London on the 29th February, 

1936. He was a rising star in the industry and went on to do great things, although at the time it 

seems he was not considered by Lady Priscilla to be a suitable husband for her daughter. However, 

 

Rosalind’s “Delivery Van” 

Robinson Redwing G-ABMJ 

 
 

Diorama of Armstrong Whitworth 
AW27 Ensign 

Workshop with ‘cut-away’ models of the Short 
Scylla and Handley Page HP42 airliners 
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Rosalind’s three brothers attended the wedding, as did her father and a very young Torquil 

Norman. 

Aubrey and Rosalind went on to have four children: Meriel Colleen, born on the 28th 

February, 1937; Merlene Jennifer, born on the 14th June, 1938 (who sadly died as an infant in 

1942) and whose Godparents included Princess Mary Louise, a granddaughter of Queen Victoria, 

and Nigel Norman; Melanie Lorna, born on the 21st March, 1942, whose Godparents included 

Group Captain Sir Nigel Norman; Kevin Aubrey Francis, born on the 15th November, 1945. 

Rosalind's business interests expanded in the late 1930's with the formation of Burman 

Engineering with her husband to use the skills gained in manufacturing precision components. The 

new organisation began producing parts for full scale aircraft and quickly gained a reputation for 

providing a fast and accurate service to the UK aircraft industry. 

When the war broke out, Aubrey was drawn into Lord Beaverbrook's team at the Ministry of 

Aircraft Production where he set up and administered the Civil Repair Organisation that was to 

prove vital for the war effort, returning combat damaged aircraft to the front line, leaving Rosalind 

to run their business on her own for the duration. 

Her other great service to the country was in recognising and then mobilising a largely 

untapped source of woman's labour through setting up the IPP (or Immobile Part Time Production) 

organisation. This used the part-time services of several thousand women who would otherwise be 

at home. One of its first tasks was to reduce wastage by sorting small components, such as rivets, 

nuts and bolts that might otherwise be thrown away, recovered from the factory floor, crashed 

aircraft or from bombed buildings. This work was conducted at a myriad of village based groups. By 

the end of the war it has been estimated that Burman had provided more than two million man 

hours and delivered more than 154 million components. 

Post-war, Rosalind settled down to raise her son and three surviving daughters whilst 

travelling extensively with Aubrey, who was knighted in 1959 after being made Chairman of de 

Havilland and later became Vice-Chairman of the Hawker-Siddeley Group. Sir Aubrey Burke died in 

1989 and Lady Rosalind Burke passed away on the 1st April, 1994 aged 86. 

 
 Victor Woodason – Master Model Maker 
 

 

 

Mention is made in the article about Rosalind Norman of 

a Mr Woodason who finished off models for the Model 

Transport Co. Ltd. that she had set up in November 

1933.  

Victor Woodason was the company’s first employee and 

was a most remarkable and gifted man who devoted his 

whole life to making aircraft models. He set up his 

company Woodason Aircraft Models at Heston in 1936 at 

Heston Airport, in premises owned by Airwork, the 

company that had been co-founded by Nigel Norman, 

Rosalind’s step brother. 

For more information about Victor Woodason see: 

http://collectair.org/woodason.html 

 
 

Victor Woodason is pictured top 
right with a number of the models 

he made in WW2 for aircraft 
recognition purposes. 

 
On the left is a view of Woodason 

Aircraft Model’s premises at Heston 

Airport in 1936. 

http://collectair.org/woodason.html
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Islander LN-MAF Restoration March 2016 

 

The following report comes from Michael Loftus who has recently joined the team at Norsk 

Luftfartsmuseum, Bodo, Norway, as the Objects Conservator for the restoration of B-N Islander LN-

MAF. LN-MAF is due for display in the museum’s new civil aviation exhibition and is Michael’s first 

project at the museum. 

 

LN-MAF History 

LN-MAF, c/n 441, was first flown as G-BCZS on 26 April 1975 as a BN-2A-21 and delivered to the 

airline A/S Norvings, Kirkenes on 29 May 1975. It flew in Norway with the airline from 1975 to 

1983 based in Finnmark and operated routes such as Kirkenes – Båtsford among others. On 17 

February  1983 it suffered a landing accident at Båtsford and was withdrawn from service. Since 

then the aircraft has been in storage at various locations with its wings enjoying a brief life as 

decoration in a pizza restaurant. 

 

 
Fuselage of LN-MAF coming into the workshop on a snowy day. 

 

Overall Condition 

The condition of the aircraft is reasonable. It has some crash damage, for example the port engine 

mount is deformed and the starboard nacelle assembly is detached. There are several areas of skin 

damage to the wings with some structural deformation.   

The aircraft has also picked up damage through its life in storage. There are several parts of the 

fuselage suffering skin and structure damage, most notably starboard side, floor wall juncture near 

the tail section.  

There are several parts missing; both engines, one propeller and spinner, all instrumentation, one 

control column, starboard aileron, one lower leg assembly and the supporting structure in the 

starboard engine nacelle. The interior is stripped out with no trim panels but some passenger seats 

are available. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

First look revealed heavily ingrained dirt, stained paintwork and corrosion present under 

the paint.  
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Restoration Work Plan   

As space is limited in the workshop we have started on the fuselage. When this is complete we will 

move on to wings and undercarriage. The first phase of the plan is to clean and de-corrode the 

skin, retaining as much original paint as possible. 

Structural and skin damage will be repaired using existing material where possible or panel 

fabrication. Smaller areas of damage will be patched or filled, original glazing will be retained and 

polished, external surface will be polished and waxed.The interior will be a longer-term project. As 

a temporary measure, new panels will be fabricated and the trailing pipework and cables tidied. 

Suitable interior parts will be fitted as and when they become available. The starboard nacelle will 

need to be rebuilt. 

Work on the wings and landing gear will be covered in a later report.  

 

  

Interior view, looking aft (left) and forward (right) showing that, almost all interior trim 

panels are missing. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

  

The majority of interior trim is in a fragmented 

condition. 
Current condition of the instrument panel 

Damage to skin and substructure of the starboard side (left) and the nose section (right). 
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Progress to March, 2016 

 

Progress so far has been swift due to the skilled workforce provided by Bodø Luftfartshistoriske 

Forening. The following photographs show current work in progress: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

The port nacelle (left) has only minor damage, the starboard nacelle (right) requires 

major work with fabrication of new sheet metal parts. 

 

 
 

 

The aircraft has been cleaned and fitted with temporary landing gear. 
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Nose panel has been removed to reveal 

internal structural deformation of frame 
and stringers 

 

 

 
.  

The damaged panels to the starboard side have been removed again revealing structural 

deformation and splits 

Damaged rib has been reshaped patched 

and refitted along with stringers. 

Nose panel has been reshaped and fitted 
back to aircraft 

  

Damaged sections have been repaired and the skin section replaced. 

 

A good start has been made on the restoration of LN-MAF but there is a lot of work to do. 

 We look forward to including further updates from Michael in future issues of BNAPS News. 

(All photos courtesy of Michael Loftus) 
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Mosquito Control Islander in Louisiana 
 

BNAPS was contacted recently by Ed W Foster, Aviation Supervisor for the City of New Orleans 

Mosquito Termite and Rodent Control Board, about Islander N50693, c/n 828, that has been 

used to support mosquito control missions in Louisiana ever since it entered service in 1984. 

Islander c/n 828 was manufactured in Romania as a BN-2A-6. It made a first flight as G-BELK 

on 14 April 1978 and arrived in the UK on 17 June 1978. Converted to a BN-2A-21 at 

Bembridge it was delivered to Brown and Root at Bournemouth on 20 March 1979 and later 

withdrawn from use and stored until April 1984. Originally it was intended for the Iranian Navy 

in medi vac configuration but the sale did not proceed. After being air tested on 24 April 1984 

it was flown to the USA from Hurn via Stornaway on 26 April 1984 for delivery to the New 

Orleans Mosquito Control Board on 18 May 1984 as N50693 where the under wing tanks and 

Micronair spraying gear were installed.  
More about mosquito control Islanders in the USA is planned for a future issue of BNAPS News. 

Trislander for Sale in Mexico 

 

 

  

Vieques Air Links Trislander Back in the Air 

 

As reported recently by BNAPS 

facebook correspondent J Elias 
Farah Aerolamsa Trislander XA-

UBD, c/n 1044, has been given a 
major overhaul and is up for sale 

at San Miguel Cozumel in 
Mexico. 
XA-UBD is on offer at a reduced 

price – the owner can be 

contacted at fbo@ferinco.com 

Vieques Air Links (VAL) 
Trislander N905VL, c/n 

1048, has recently been put 
back back in service looking 

very smart in a freshly 

painted colour scheme. 
Here N905VL is seen at Isla 

Grande Airport in Puerto 
Rico in December last year, 

photo by Juan Carlos 

Aponte. 
 

Trislander XA-UBD in its hangar awaiting sale 

Islander N50693 in flight 

(Photo Ed Foster 
Islander N50693 showing under 

wing tanks 

(Photo Ed Foster 
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B-N at Farnborough 50 Years Ago 

 

BN-3 Nymph – New Painting by Ivan Berryman 
 

This latest painting by 

Ivan Berryman shows 

the prototype BN-3 

Nymph G-AXFB in its 

original livery. The 

colour scheme is 

believed to have been 

inspired by Desmond 

Norman’s wife, Bo 

Norman.  

 

The Nymph is depicted 

climbing away after 

taking off from 

Bembridge Airport with 

the beach and cliffs of 

Whitecliff Bay forming 

the background. 

 

 
 

 

The original painting will be offered for sale at a later stage, price to be announced. A3-size 

prints are available immediately at a discounted price of £35 for BNAPS Supporters Club 

members. Normal price for general sale is £40. All prints are signed by Ivan Berryman and will 

be one of a numbered limited edition.  Postage and packing is not included, where possible 

prints will be delivered by hand. 

 

 

Can You Help?  - It is believed that G-ATCT was flown by Jim Birnie Snr at the show 
in 1966 and G-ATWU by Duncan McIntosh of Loganair, the intended customer for the 
aircraft – can anyone confirm this please? 

Another question concerns the colour scheme for G-ATCT. As first flown TCT was in 
primer and a few days later was painted in a white and light blue scheme. Around 

June/July time in 1966 TCT appeared in an uninspiring white and mid blue scheme 
which was replaced for the Farnborough Show by a white scheme with blue and black 

lining of a similar style to that of G-ATWU. Does anyone know when and where TCT 

was repainted for the 1966 Farnborough Show? 

Along with the 
first public 
appearance 

appearance of the 
BN-2 Islander 

prototype G-ATCT 
and the first 

production aircraft 

G-ATWU at the 
SBAC Farnborough 

Show in 1966 
Desmond Norman 
and John Britten 

arranged for 
virtually the whole 

of B-N’s workforce 
to attend the 

show. 
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BNAPS “Islander 50” Items for Sale 

(See page 28 for How To Order details) 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

B-N cap as illustrated with original style logo  

£7.50 + £2.00 UK p&p 

 

Islander 50 commemoration mug 
incorporating images of the “First of 

the Many” and “First Man Out” 
artworks plus “Islander 50” badge 

£6.00 + £2.50 UK p&p 

 

“G-AVCN Restoration Project – The Continuing 
Story “ book, 3rd Edition, full colour, 28 pages,  

£4.00 + £1.80  UK p&p 
 
“BN-2 Islander – 50 Years On” book, full colour, 

24 pages, £4.00 + £1.80 UK p&p 
 

   

 

Islander 50 artwork prints signed by Ivan Berryman, 
£30.00 each + £5.00 UK p&p 

“First of the Many” Islander 
prototype, G-ATCT, is 

shown departing Bembridge 
Airport to go to the Paris Air 

Show on 17 June 1965 

“First Man Out”  

depicts the occasion when 
Tony Austin made the 

first ever parachute drop 
from an Islander in 

September 1965 

BN-2 Islander  

G-ATCT – 
Farnborough 1966 

Livery 

 

“Islander 50” 
stickers 50p 
each or 3 for 

£1.00. 
Post free if 

included with 
other 

purchases 

“Islander 50” 

DVD  
BNAPS has produced a 45 

minute DVD covering 

“Islander 50” and all that 

happened on the 13 June 

2015 to make it a 

memorable occasion.  

The DVD is priced at £10.00 

including UK p&p.  
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Forthcoming BNAPS Events 
 

BNAPS Supporters are invited to attend an open meeting 

to be to be held at the Ocean View Hotel, Shanklin on 
Wednesday 13 April, 2016. The meeting has been kindly 

hosted by the IoW Flying Club. 
   
The purpose of the meeting is to provide an open forum to 

receive views from those attending and discussion of 
proposals for repatriation of a historic Spartan 3 seater 

biplane and a “Wight Wings” aviation museum and 
heritage centre. Please arrive at 1915 for a start at 1930. 
 

The meeting is supported by Solent Aviatrix, the IoW 
Branch of the Royal Aeronautical Society and the Britten-

Norman Aircraft Preservation Society. 

How to contact BNAPS: 

Email: 

bob@bnaps.org.uk 

Telephone: 01329 315561 

Post: 

BNAPS (Dept NL) 

c/o 

7, William Close, 

FAREHAM, 

Hampshire,  

PO14 2PQ. 

 

BNAPS  
BNAPS is a Registered Charity, 

No. 1100735, set up to 

"preserve the history and 

aircraft of Britten-Norman with 

the support of members’ 

subscriptions, sponsorship and 

donations" 
 

BNAPS registered address is: 

7, William Close 

FAREHAM, 

Hampshire, 

PO14 2PQ 
 

Trustees are Peter Graham, 

Bob Wilson, Guy Palmer and 

Bob Wealthy. 

Bob Wealthy is currently the 

Trust Chairman.  
 

More BNAPS Supporters Needed 
 

If any BNAPS Supporters Club member knows of someone who 

would be interested in joining please pass on contact details to 

our BNAPS Membership Secretary, Rita Edgcumbe at 

sales@bnaps.org.uk 

The principal aims of the BNAPS Supporters Club are:  

“to assist BNAPS to preserve the history and aircraft of Britten-

Norman through member donations and to provide assistance 

with the day-to-day operations of the charity”  

Anyone with an interest in local aviation heritage is welcome.  

As a point of clarification, whilst BNAPS has contact with B-N 

Group from time to time, as a charitable trust BNAPS is an 

independent organisation. 

 

 
 

 
 
 

  

BNAPS on the Internet - information about BNAPS, including back issues of BNAPS 

News, can now be found from the following link: www.bnaps.org.uk 

 
  
 

 
 
 
 

 

Other BNAPS Items for Sale 
 

BNAPS Ltd is the sales arm of BNAPS, selling books, prints and memorabilia etc., and makes a 
significant contribution to our restoration funds. These items can be purchased direct from 

BNAPS Ltd, at BNAPS events and sales stands and by mail order. If you need a current price 
list or wish to purchase specific items please contact BNAPS Ltd Sales by e mail 

sales@bnaps.org.uk 

BNAPS mug decorated with a 

striking image of G-AVCN and 

is dish washer proof. Price for 

BNAPS Supporters is £5.00 

and for non-members £6.00, 

UK p&p is £2.00. 

 

BNAPS fridge magnets  

and key rings- 

Price for members is £2.00,  

for non-members £2.50 

UK p&p is £1.00 

   

G-AVCN Postcard Set 

8 cards in a presentation  

folder 

£5.00/set including 

UK p&p 

 

http://www.bnaps.org.uk/

